
Innovative and beautiful  
Vertical Garden System
Vertical gardens don’t just look beautiful,  

they do good for the planet as well.

Greenwalls significantly improve our air quality, 

reduce our carbon footprint by filtering pollutants 

and CO2 out of the air and are beautiful. 

The patented Green4Air™ Greenwall System is 

proudly made in Australia from 100% recycled 

materials, and it’s lightweight, durable, cost-effective 

and easy-to-maintain system produces stunning 

results, seamlessly incorporating an incredible 

diversity of plant species.

The Green4Air™ System
Pods

The Green4Air™ pod is designed with 

a tripod base allowing to stand firmly 

on its own 3 feet. Handy while potting 

and in transit, but also allowing to stand 

proud, decorating your designer kitchen 

bench top, as you harvest your herbs. 

The Green4Air™ Pod is equivalent to 

a 125mm pot (easily accepts 100mm 

– 140mm potted plants). It’s patented 

design incorporates a reservoir for 

hydration and oxygenation.

Back Plates

The Green4Air™ recycled plastic plates 

are super easy to install and simply clip 

together like Lego to form a support for 

the pod planters and can be configured 

to an assortment of different shapes.

Our lightweight plates include all screws 

and wall plugs for quick, easy, seamless 

installation.

Polly 
Rose Bay residence

The Green4Air System was able 

to create a breathtaking, free-

standing vertical greenwall for my 

family to enjoy that provides us 

with privacy and screens us from 

the neighbouring house. Everyone 

who sees it, marvels at its beauty.
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CONTACT INFO - Australia

Green4Air™ by Greenwall Solutions Pty Ltd 

118 Avenue Road, Mosman NSW 2088 

Ph +61 2 9016 5357

www.green4air.com  |  sales@green4air.com

STEP 1 - CLICK mount plates together.

STEP 2 - DRILL mount to wall.

STEP 3 - HANG pots from mount.

Install your own Greenwall 
Green4AirTM enables you to install your own 

greenwall. Now you can create amazing greenwalls, 

from traditional external settings  

to the highest grade designed interiors.

The Green4AirTM system gives you the versatility to 

hang it on almost anything. You can screw directly 

into the wall, or use weldmesh, tennis court fencing 

or lattice as your backing.

Installation Videos
For videos and more installation details:

 Installation Video

Irrigation Videos
 Video 1  Video 2

More Questions? 
Here are some frequently asked Questions  

with loads of awesome information to assist you. 

Or email us sales@green4air.com.
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